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Termination

of the Association or Individual Branches

23. If at any time the Executive Committee shall decide that the Association, or any individual
Branch of the Association, is no longer capable of operating effectively in upholding the ethos or
legacy of the Royal Green Jackets, it may determine that the Association, or an individual Branch,
be dissolved. Any funds remaining after providing for the cost of dissolution and any expenses
incurred or likely to be incurred in connection therewith be paid or transferred to the successor
Regiment (The Rifles) in the case of the Association, and to the RGJAssociation in the case of a
Branch. Any matter requiring the decision of the Executive Committee pursuant to this rule shall be
decided by a two thirds majority vote of the Committee taken at a meeting at which a quorum is
present (but subject always to the provisions of Rule 6).
Rules of the Association
24. The Rules may be altered or added to by a two-thirds
taken at a meeting at which a quorum is present.

majority vote of the Executive Committee
.

Definitions
25. Definitions used to describe the components that make up the Association are:
.

)

a. "The Rules" mean these rules as amended from time to time.
b. The "Effective Date" means the date of the adoption of these Rules.
c. "The Regiment" means the regiment formally known as The RoyalGreen Jackets.
d. "Affiliated Regiment" means a regiment or military organisation ~esignated as an Affiliated
Regiment of the former Royal Green Jackets.
e. "The Association" means the Royal Green Jackets Association (RGJA).
f. 'The Committee" means the Executive and General Committees established by Rules 5 &: 6.
g. "The President" means the person who is appointed President of the Association and
Chairman of the Executive Committ~e pursuant to Rule 5.
h. "The Chairman" means the person who is appointed Chairman of the General Committee
pursuant to Rule 7a.
i. "The Secretary" means the person appointed as Secretary of the General Committee
pursuant to Rule 7b.
j. "The Treasurer" means the person appointed as the accounting officer for the Association
pursuant to Rule 7c.
k. 'The Association Database Manager" means th.e person appointed to manage the
Association's database pursuant to Rule 7d.

